
Life Quest: refuse evil, choose Good! 

“Milk curds and honey shall he eat until he knows to refuse the evil and 

choose the good.”       Isaiah 7:15 

“Finally, brethren, whatsoever things are true, whatsoever things are 

honest, whatsoever things are just, whatsoever things are pure, 

whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever things are of good report; if 

there be any virtue, and if there be any praise, think on these things.” 

       Philippians 4:8       St Paul  

A candidate is at a job interview. 

“What are your strengths?” says the employer’s representative. 

“I’m an optimist and a positive thinker.” 

“Can you give me an example?” 

“Yes! When do I start?”                                                  

In the Old Testament, the Messiah is very much a human being. He has 

to learn how to distinguish between the evil and the good, just like the 

rest of us. That is part of his quest. 

 The Jesus of history saw himself as the Messiah. Thus, according to this 

prophesy, he would understand that his thought process would develop 

in maturity, as ours does. When an infant is fed on milk curds and 

honey, which was the infant food of the land, he is still a child. But 

when the child grows up there is this amazing ability that develops in all 

of us, that speaks of maturity- to know how to refuse evil and to 

choose the good! 

 Is there a simple way of figuring out what is evil and what is good?  



The book of Proverbs has a delightful little teaching. It says “As a  man 

thinks so is he.” So, if he thinks evil thoughts, then he becomes evil. 

 The converse is also true Think good thoughts and we become good 

people. 

 That is why St Paul in the New Testament teaches us “Finally, brethren, 

whatsoever things are true, whatsoever things are honest, whatsoever 

things are just, whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever things are lovely, 

whatsoever things are of good report; if there be any virtue, and if there 

be any praise, think on these things.” 

Why do this? Because to think in this way is totally transformative. 

 But in order to do this, we must have a matured ability to know how to 

refuse the evil and choose the good! 

We know quite a lot today about how the mind works. Good solid 

research tells us that what we focus on tends to preoccupy us and thus to 

grow in our minds. 

 If we fill our minds with negative news reports all the time, it is too 

easy to become negative ourselves. We can begin to take a slanted view 

of the world. We become selective in our thinking. The result of this is 

that we can become negative thinkers, negative talkers, negative 

speculators until our whole world view is affected. We become 

pessimistic about the future of the world. We become pessimistic about 

our own future possibilities. And in our minds and hearts the negative 

grows and grows! 

 We then can become sarcastic, put people down, minimize goodness, 

always look for the dark side, notice the fall of the stock market but not 

its gains. We take in the fact that our friend has cancer as a predictor of 

the way we might die. We can then get depressed. And if someone tries 



to cheer us up, we can say that they are not being realistic, that they are 

living in a dream world. And so, we trap ourselves… 

 But the Messiah had to learn how to refuse the evil and choose the 

good. So do we! 

I have come to believe that whether we realize it or not negative 

thinking is evil because it takes us down the wrong path. Why? Because 

the very opposite of negative thinking is faith filled thinking. It is 

possibility thinking. It is positive thinking. For as scripture says “With 

God all things are possible!” 

 Do we believe that? Well…most of us stop somewhere along a line of 

possibility. Yes, we think some things are possible that may be difficult 

but ALL things? No, for many of us that’s a bit of a stretch! We say 

‘That’s not realistic. So, we don’t go there. Instead, we believe in limited 

possibilities and go on from there. That we say is reality.” 

But as soon as we do that, we have shut miracles out of our 

consciousness haven’t we? 

Actually, real faith in God is not like that at all!  

 For instance, if you believe that “With God all things are possible” then 

it becomes possible to believe in the Resurrection of Jesus from the 

dead. Normally people coming back from the dead does not happen, but 

with God it could, and Christians believe it did. In order to even preserve 

the idea that “All things are possible with God” then God can say Yes to 

anything. But this is not automatic or based on our saying some magic 

words in prayer! Yes and No are God’s decision because God is God 

and stands always in the field of all possibilities. We do not. 

 That said, the Bible teaches that God’s mind can be changed or 

influenced through prayer. Abraham pleaded with God over the 



destruction of Sodom in one of the most famous passages of scripture. 

Abraham bargains God down and down.  

We must keep in mind that God rules in far more worlds than the small 

planet we know a little about… 

 If “All things are possible for God” then death has to become a variable 

not an inevitability. It can be suspended, postponed or denied, for God 

can also say NO. Only one who is all powerful, all knowing, and all 

compassionate knows when to say “YES”, when to say “NO” and when 

to say “not just yet.” Sometimes that seems hard for us to trust, but we 

do not know better than God and accepting that, I put to you, will lead 

you to peace! 

It is important that we offer up our prayers to God respectfully. We just 

don’t know enough. We cannot see the whole picture. We are foot 

soldiers in a great battle and we do not know fully what is going on. 

Only the Field Commander does. And whether we like it or not we need 

to trust The Great One who knows the end from the beginning. 

 Remember Jesus, when contemplating the suffering that lay ahead of 

his crucifixion wanted the cup of suffering to pass him by? But then he 

said: "Father, if you are willing, take this cup from me; yet not my will, 

but Yours be done." 

 Learning to refuse the evil means to let go and let God be God. 

 The Bible tells us that the creation was made to be good. 

“And God called the dry land earth and the gathering together of the 

waters he called the seas, and God saw that it was good.” 

 St Paul in Romans 8 saw that the whole creation was groaning, but the 

creation and we within it are saved by our belief in HOPE. 



 God’s Spirit in creation helps us to endure. But one day the whole of 

creation shall be delivered into the glorious liberty of the children of 

God “For all things will work together for good to those who love God.” 

That was St Paul’s mantra when bad stuff happened to him, it gave him 

a positive attitude to the world and what he was doing in it. 

 So, one day in the future, the earth and everything in it shall be healed! 

That’s was St Paul’s vision. That is why Jesus in the Lord’s Prayer said 

“Thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven.” Our task on earth then is 

to bring the way of heaven to earth. 

 How do we do that? 

 By choosing the good!  

What is the good? How do we know what is good? By its results! 

The Good comes from our thoughts first, that then inform our actions. 

We need to think positively, faithfully and then be fundamentally 

supportive of all the goodness in the world. That kind of thinking gives 

us the power, to refuse the evil and choose the good. 

 We are in the midst of an incredible refugee crisis in the world. There 

are now 36.4 million refugees. Some time ago now with both approaches 

still ongoing, 2 different ways were tried for the assimilation of refugees. 

In Germany, under Angela Merkel’s leadership, Germany welcomed 

refugees from war torn Syria. At that time the train stations were full of 

welcoming Germans. When asked “why they are so welcoming?” one 

woman said “Because we are human beings!” 

 In 2024 Germany’s support for refugees is unwavering and multifaceted. Germany 

is not only UNHCR’s second-largest donor, but also has become the third largest 

refugee-hosting country in the world, with 2.2 million refugees. It is also an 

important resettlement country. Since the outbreak of the war on the Ukraine, over 

900.000 refugees from Ukraine have received temporary protection in Germany. 



 Let’s remember that this is the Germany of the children’s children of 

Hitler’s Holocaust who systematically killed the Jews under the Nazis. 

But up to today they have in a most remarkable way refused the evil and 

have chosen the good… 

 I hope and pray that they will continue to provide a compassionate 

haven for these dear displaced people, for as we all know, the Germans 

who have worked so hard to choose the good, still have their critics… 

 At the same time as Germany was accepting immigrants Hungary was 

putting up a razor wire fence to keep refugees out.  

 Hungary is now all about the law, regulations, and migrants staying in 

camps. They are not “refugees”, they are migrants and they must be 

stopped in their tracks before the Hungarian culture is lost and 

overwhelmed. Victor Orban leads the anti-refugee charge in Hungary 

and is in trouble with the EU over his positions and with the European 

courts. 

South of the Canadian border Donald Trump is campaigning using the 

same ideology. His plan is not to solve the border problems but to blame 

them on Biden in an attempt to get re-elected as President. And so, he 

asked that all Republicans reject the bipartisan border solution sent by 

the US senate to the House. He prevailed and the legislation has been 

withdrawn. He needs a campaign issue to block out his law breaking and 

all the inditements against him. Under his Presidency the children of 

Mexican border crossers were separated from their parents and kept in 

holding centers with world consternation at the lack of compassion… 

Do we see the difference in approach? This is what the Messiah had to 

learn. With the massive problems of the world at present, this is our 

learning curve too! 



 We need to know to how to refuse the evil and how to choose the 

good! 

In our church life we discover that whatever we focus on grows.  

Thus, if we think positively about everything that Knox is doing as a 

church community, the positives will grow in Knox. The converse is 

also true. If we are negative about Knox, that will grow. 

So, if we are to be a faithful church, each one of us will have to turn off 

the negative talk, the negative ideas and the gloom and doom. Because if 

we don’t, we will get more of them. 

 Knox, although challenged in some areas, is actually doing very well. 

Thinking positively and faithfully, we may call a new minister, 

hopefully the one who God want us to call, because we have been 

diligent in prayer and the search process and we have a strong search 

team! The hope of the search team is that a suitable candidate might be 

found who is a good fit with Knox and Stratford. 

 Our focus needs to be to see Knox thrive. Why? Because a thriving 

church is so wonderful to be a part of! Everything begins to rock! Things 

get done. People step up. People develop ownership. They grow 

spiritually. The needs of people in the community are met with kindness 

and the Kingdom of God comes to earth, right here in Stratford, as it did 

in little Palestine so long ago. 

In our personal lives it is just the same. 

 If we choose the good and focus on that, we will get more of it. 

What is the temptation? 

 The temptation when something bad happens is to dwell on it, ruminate 

on it, preoccupy on it. We pray about it negatively in a kind of moaning 



and that unfortunately brings more of the same for the universe responds 

to what we attract. The negative attracts the negative. The positive 

attracts the positive. It is part of the created order. 

But there is a way forward.  

Positive Faith! 

 Faith is inherently positive, faith liberates us and if we use faith 

visioning, we empower ourselves. 

Jesus said: “Whatsoever things you ask for in prayer, believe that you 

have them already and they shall be yours.” Why? Because the positive 

attracts the positive.  

That is why it was so important for the Messiah to learn how to refuse 

the evil, the negative temptation and instead choose the positive good.”  

And we have the identical challenge today.  

If we want to be successful in life we must refuse to think negatively, 

talk negatively or act negatively. We must refuse gloom and doom 

scenarios and look on the bright side of life. 

 Hope is our friend here, for as Jean Paul Satre said:”Hope begins on the 

other side of despair” and as St Paul says we are saved in Hope. 

 We can choose today whom we will serve by choosing positive 

goodness every time a choice comes up! 

 How does this work in reality? 

    --------------------- 

 Alaina Smith was leaving her workplace carrying a shopping bag of 

personal items- a framed photo of her husband and other personal things. 



She stumbled her way to her car, threw in her stuff and drove home 

sobbing. She had just been fired. 

 For weeks afterwards she struggled with anxiety and shame. Would she 

ever get another job? “Firing doesn’t happen to someone like me” she 

thought over and over. Her whole world had become negative. Her 

husband tried his best to comfort her. At night she fought insomnia and 

nightmares. 

About a month afterwards, she saw a challenge to write a story about 

overcoming obstacles for the series Chicken Soup for the Soul. 

 The writing prompt arrested her: “What changes did you make to help 

you cope with these issues and turn the negative into a positive?” 

There it was! The Messianic quest: In the middle of the negative to find 

and follow the positive. Could she do it? 

She knew there were people who were trying to help her on this journey 

and so she decided to write thank-you cards to whoever helped her. She 

wrote a card to a friend, who said in her thanks back to her, “In addition 

to feeling appreciated I got to see the good stuff you liked IN FRONT 

OF ME with this card. It reminded me of the ways I can be a good friend 

to you! This means so much to me.” 

 Soon afterwards another friend who was battling her own 

unemployment, after receiving one of Alaina’s cards wrote back 

gratefully to her. So, the gratitude began to ripple into waves as she sent 

card after card! That is what gratitude does. It grows goodness! 

Alaina said that writing thank-you cards was the best thing she could 

have done to dissolve her negativity and move forward. 



 Whatever we focus on grows and when she determined to make her 

focus positive, no matter what, with that positive focus, positive things 

began to happen for her. 

 Shortly after her little program to acknowledge people as a way to help 

herself and others move forward, Alaina got a job that fitted her skills 

and interests. 

 She says: “My happy ending wasn’t only being employed, it was 

putting on a swimsuit and jumping into my gratitude wave pool.” 

 We, under God, can do the same, here, now, in Knox. I was impressed 

at the pancake supper with how warm Knox people were with everyone 

who came. It was a delight to watch! 

 Will we continue here to follow the Messiah’s quest and make it our 

own: to refuse evil and choose the Good? 

 If we will, then we will fulfill our life quest: To refuse  evil and to 

choose the good, and the world will be better for this! 

For what we focus on, will grow!  

Amen.☺. 

 

  


